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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 Introduction to the excursion day
By Mirjam Broekmeyer

Institute for Forestry and Nature Research
P.O. Box 23

NL-6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands
Today wewill visit two of the 25 designated forest reserves in the Netherlands. These two reserves
represent the extremes of the range of forest reserves we have. They are “Het Leesten", a planted
forestation largely comprising stands of exotic species, especially Douglas-fir, and “Vechtlanden",

a spontaneousforestation representing the most natural forest reserve we possess.
The general characteristics and history of origin of these reserves, will be outlined when we reach
the reserves.
In the morning wewill visit "Het Leesten", a 19th century forestation of heathland (45 ha.). The
forest is situated on the Veluwe andis designated in 1987. In this reserve we will concentrate
mainly on the methodologies of inventory. Wewill therefore visit the core area and one of the
sample plots. Colleagues of the Scientific Information Division, Frits Stuurman and Jan Clementwill

show usall the ins and outs of the inventory methods and the equipment they work with. And
Erwin Al will explain the apparent paradox designating an afforestation of exotic tree-species as

a forest reserve.
In the afternoon wewill visit the “Vechtlanden” forest reserve along the river De Vecht.It is a
forestation (11 ha.) on marshland and grassland that has developed spontaneously since the the

1950s and partly a forestation on old arable land. Here we will mainly concentrate on the data
collected and how they are processed. The researchers Ad van Hees, Henk Koop and Mirjam
Veerkamp will lead the discussions.

—----- borderof the Veluwe

Figure 1: Map of the Dutch forest reserves
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“Starnumansbos", flor. char. Betulo-Quercetum, 51 ha.

2 “Lheebroek", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum,40 ha.
3 "Galgenberg", flor. char. Fago-Quercetum, 42 ha.
4 “Tussen de Goren", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum, 35 ha.

5 "Vijlnerbos", flor. char. Luzulo-Fagetum, 21 ha.
6 "Vechtlanden", flor. char. Carici elongetum-Alnetum, 11 ha.

7 “Zeesserveld", flor. non char. Betulo Quercetum, 16 ha.
8 "“Meerdijk", flor. non char. Lysimachio-Quercetum, 19 ha.
9 “Pijpebrandje, flor. char. Fago-Quercetum, 36 ha.
10 "Nieuw-Milligen", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum, 49 ha.
11 "Drieduin 1", flor. (non) char. Empetro-Pinetum.
12 “Drieduin 2" flor. (non) char. Empetro-Betuletum, 56 ha.

13 "Drieduin 3" flor. (non) char. Betulo-Quercetum.
14 “Het Leesten" flor. non char. Fago-Quercetum, 45 ha.
15 “Het Quin", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum, 27 ha.

16 "Het Sang", flor. char. Carici elongatae-Alnetum, 15 ha.
17 "“Grootvenbos", flor. char. Alno-Betuletum, 40 ha.
18 “Schoonloérveld", flor. non char. Fago-Quercetum, 24 ha.
19 “Oosteresch", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum, 32 ha.

20
21
22
23
24

“Roodaam", flor. char. Convallario-Quercetum, 35 ha.
"Riemstruiken", flor. char. Fago-Quercetum, 22 ha.
"Zwarte Bulten", flor. non char. Fago-Quercetum, 48 ha.
“Leenderbos", flor. non char. Betulo-Quercetum, 29 ha.
“De Schone Grub”, fl.char. Milio-Fagetum/Melico-Fagetum, 15 ha.

25 “Dieverzand", fl. char. Empetro-Pinetum/Betulo-Quercetum, 31 ha.

26 “Grienden van de Dood", flor. non char. Fraxino-Ulmetum, 32 ha.
27 "Kloosterkooi", flor. char. Alno-Betuletum, 32 ha.
flor. char. = floristic characteristic e.g. at least herlayer like PNV.
flor. non char. = floristic non characteristic e.g. not like PNV.
Excursion program
8.00 hr:
9.00 hr:

departure IAC Wageningen
arrival “Het Leesten" forest reserve.

9.20 hr:

excursion point 1: (see paragraph 2.1)
general introduction - F. J. Stuurman

9.40 hr:

excursion point 2: (see paragraph 2.2)
forest reserves and exotic tree species - E.J. Al

9.55 hr:

excursion point 3: (see parapgraph 2.3)
inventory of the core area - J. Clement

10.15 hr:

excursion point 4: (see paragraph 2.4)

inventory of the vegetation of the core area - H.G.J.M. Koop
10.35 hr:

excursion point 5: (see paragraph 2.5)
inventory of the sample plot- F.J. Stuurman

11.15 hr:

departure Het Leesten

12.45 hr:

lunch

14.30 hr:
14.45 hr:

arrival “Vechtlanden" forest reserve
excursion point 6: (see paragraph 2.6)
general introduction - F.J. Stuurman

15.00 hr:
15:25 Ar:

excursion point 7: (see parapgraph 2.7)
analysis of stand dynamics - A.F.M. van Hees
excursion point 8: (see parapgraph 2.8)
vegetation developmentand forest structure of the core
area - H.G.J.M. Koop

15.45 hr:
16.00 hr:

excursion point 9: (see paragraph 2.9)
mycological research - M. Veerkamp
departure Vechtlanden

17.30 hr:

arrival at IAC Wageningen

In this chapter some general information related to this excursion day is given e.g. a review of the

Veluwe, the largest forested area in the Netherlands through which we will pass by bus.
Furthermore an outline of the inventory program is given.
Chapter 2 contains information of the excursion points we will visit. An outline of the texts and
the main illustrations are given here. The numbers of the paragraphs correspond with the numbers

of the excursion points. This part is meant to be a support during the excursion and could also
serve as a brief reference for the inventory methods used in the Dutch forest reserves program.

Forest reserve Uchelen "Het Leesten”
(Forest reserve nr. 14)
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Figure 2: Base-map of “Het Leesten" forest reserve with excursion route and -points

Forest reserve Ommen "Vechtlanden"
(Forest reserve nr. 6)

1: 3000
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-<——-- excursion route
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Figure 3: Base-map of “Vechtlanden" forest reserve with excursion route and -points
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1.2 The Veluwe, the largest forest area of the Netherlands
By Ad van Hees
lnstitute tor Forestry and Nature Research
P.O. Box 23
NL-6700 AA Wageningen. The Netherlands
The Veluwe is a relatively sparsely populated semi-natural area in the centre of The Netherlands.
The total area is about 90.000 ha of which 64% is forest and woodland, 32% heathland and drift
sands and only 4% is in agricultural use. By Dutch standards the area lies high above sea level, at
an altitude between 20 and 100 metres. The Veluwe has an atlantic climate. The mean annual and
mean summer temperatures are moderate; 9°C and 15 ° C respectively. The average annual
precipitation is relatively high; 800-825 mm. Of this 350-375 mm falls during the growing season.

1.2.1. Geology and geomorphology
Before the Saaie period the Veluwe was a river delta in which rivers deposited material (mostly
sand and gravel) from further east and south. In different stages of the Saaie period these river
sediments were pushed up by the Fenno-Scandinavian ice sheets and ice-pushed ridges were
formed. During this process the original horizontally bedded river sediments were tilted more or
less vertically.
At the end of the Saaie period the ice began to melt. The meltwater eroded large quantities of
the ridge material. In areas where the meltwater could flow over the lower parts of the ridges,
into an ice-free area, sanders were formed. In the northern parts of the Veluwe however, the
meltwater could not flow over the ridge, as it was blocked by an ice lobe on the other side of the
ridge. Here the eroded material was deposited in the form of a kame-terrace.
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Figure 4: Geological and geomorphological map of the Veluwe
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The next geologically important period is the Weichsel period. During most of the Weichsel period
the climate was arctic. The soil was permanently frozen and only the topsoil thawed in summer.
On slopes this topsoil could flow downwards as a muddy mass (gelifluction).
Water from the melting snow and the thawing topsoil caused erosion and formed wide vallyes
{now mostly dry). The eroded material was deposited at the end of these valleys. These fluvio
periglacial deposits are mostly found in the eastern part of the Veluwe.
During the middle and the last periods of the Weichselian, cold climate phases with intense eolian
activity repeatedly occurred. Sand and loam were transported and deposited on a large part of the
Veluwe, covering the older formations.
The landscape of the old coversands formed during the middle Weichselian is slightly undulating
or nearly flat. The young cover sands, of late glacial age, mostly form a strongly undulating
landscape. In general the coversands are poor in weatherable minerals and have a high quartz
content. The old coversands are more loamy than the young coversands.
The Holocene is less turbulent geologically. Man settled in this area and started to cultivate the
land. In the late Middle Ages (14th century) the vegetation was locally destroyed by
overexploitation {cattle and sheep grazing). As a result of this overexploitation drift sands (wind
blown sands) were formed. The higher and mostly drier parts of the coversand landscape were
most vulnerable to overexploitation. Here, wind erosion started after the vegetation was
destroyed. The lower and generally wetter parts of the coversand landscape were less vulnerable
and remain covered with vegetation which trapped the wind-blown sand {see figure 5). This
process caused the inversion of the former coversand landscape. This wind erosion and formation
of drift sands continued on a large scale until the 20th century. Some active wind-blown sands can
be found today in nature reserves. Like the young coversand landscape the drift sand landscape
is strongly undulating.
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Figure 5: Inversion of the cover sand landscape into drift sand landscape

1.2.2. Forest history
From the beginningof the earliest settlements (2800 B.C.) until the end of the 18th century man’s
impact on the Veluwearea resulted in the woodlands disappearing almost completely. This was
mostly the result of continuous overgrazing, first by cattle, later by sheep. The landscape changed
from a natural woodland landscape into a man-made heathland and drift sand landscape. The
forests and woodlandspresent at the end of the 18th century were communal forests and estate
forests. Two types of communal forest can be distinguished: those which have been managed and
protected since the Middle Ages and those with minimal management and protection. Thefirst
type generally consisted of tall beech stands and oak coppice, the second type was a shrub-like
vegetation of oak. Both types of communal forests were probably remnants of the original woodland. The forest estates partly originated from communal forests and were partly heathland
afforestations.
Since the beginning of the 19th century, the Veluwe has slowly become afforested. Until the end
of the 19th century Scots pine and oak were used to reafforest the heathlands. Before the
afforestation the soil was not tilled or only slightly tilled. Deep soil tillage combined with
fertilisation was the normal practice before the afforestation with oak. The oak stands were mostly
managedas coppice.
The afforestation on the drift sands gave considerable problems. Thefirst attempts at afforestation
were in the late Middle Ages. Until the second half of the 19th century the attempts to afforest
drift sands were not successful. In that period knowledge and techniques becamesufficiently
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developed to enable these "deserts" to be afforested. The only species suitable for the
afforestation was the Scots pine. This is still the dominant tree species on the afforested drift
sands. Nowadays active wind-blown sands are scarce and are protected for nature conservancy.
At the beginning of the 20th century more tree species. many of them exotics, became available
for the afforestation and reafforestation. The most widely used exotic species were Douglas-fir
{Pseudotsuga menziesii), Japanese larch {Larix leptolepis), Norway spruce {Picea abies) and Red oak
{Quercus rubra). Until the middle of the 20th century soil tillage and fertilization were normal
practice before afforestation and reafforestation, and hence undisturbed soils are scarce on the
Veluwe {as in most Dutch forests).

1.3 The Dutch forest reserves research program
By F. Stuurman
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife
P.O. Box 20023
NL-3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands
Within the Dutch forest reserves program the most important parts of the study of the forest
ecosystem are: vegetation development, the development of the forest structure and the study of
forest dynamics. Therefore the sponataneous processes are studied from various points of view.
Attention is paid to:
1. site {soil, humus profiles, hydrology)
2. forest dynamics (population development, forest regeneration, stand succession)
3. forest structure {tree position, dead wood, vitality, crown projection)
4. forest vegetation {vegetation types and maps, vegetation succession, species compostition and
dispersion, PNV's, inventory of mycoflora).

1.3.1 Lay-out of the forest reserve
To assist the research all the forest reserves have been mapped according to a fixed pattern. Four
different scales of study can be distinguished:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the whole forest reserve (15 - 50 ha.) with 50 - 70 sample
points situated on a grid of points of 50 x 50 m.
the core area {a 1 ha. bleek, 70 x 140 m.)
a central strip transect {one-tenth of a ha. strip, 10 x 100 m.)
a herb-layer transect {in the midst of the strip transect, 2 x 100 m.)
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Figure 6: Scale levels of the study in forest reserves

The core area represents the most characteristic part of the forest reserve. It is situated in a

homogeneouspart of the reserve andis oriented north-south.It is subdivided into seven transect
strips of 7 x 140 metres. A part of the central strip forms the strip transect. In the middle of this
transect is the transect for the herb layer consisting of 50 quadrats of 2 x 2 metres.
A 50 x 50 metre grid has been set up for the whole forest reserve. All points are marked under the
surface and a quarterof the points are also marked by concrete posts. Approximately half of these
points (50 - 70 per reserve) are designated as sample plots. These sample plots consist of two parts:
- inventory part 1: a circle area with a radius of 12,6 metres around the sample point (500 m7)
- inventory part 2: a square area of 18 x 18 metres (324 m?), subdivided into 36 squares of 3 x
3 metres.
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Figure 8: Positioning and detecting of a marking element
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1.3.2 lnventory program
The inventory consists of two parts e.g. an initia! inventory and a basic inventory. The initia!
inventory is done immediately after the forest reserve is designated. lts goal is to record the
situation at the time of designation. The primary site factors are recorded. The basic inventory is
intended to monitor slowly changing parameters e.g. the secondary site factors. lt is repeated
every ten years.
A review of the inventory program is given below:

lnitial program:
1. Lay-out of the forest reserve:
- marking sample points and core area; all points are marked under the surface with a
detectable element; one quarter of the points is marked by concrete posts.
2. Drawing maps of the whole reserve at a of scale 1 :2500:
- base map (most important topographical points, core area and grid points);
- fieldwork map (base map plus extra topography};
- tree-cover map (fieldwork map plus tree species and tree-cover at the moment of
assignment}.
3. lnventory of forest history:
- history of vegetation cover of the last century;
- former forest management;
- genera! characteristics of the reserve.
4. Soil survey:
- profile description up to 2 m. below ground level of sample points;
- map of the most important soil types;
- all data in computer file.
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Basic program:
1.

Inventory of the core area.

2.

Inventory of the sample plots.

3.

Inventory of the vegetation of the forest reserve.

4.

Inventory of the vegetation of the core area.

5.

Inventory of the humusform profiles.

6. Aerial photography:-false colour photo’s scales 1:10.000 and 1:5000.
7.

Inventory of the mycoflora (in part of the reserves).

Time required:
Initial inventory:

- measuring in the field + map making: + 10 working days for 2 persons
- soil survey: field inventory: + 12 working days for 1 person
Basic inventory:
- core area:

tree trunks + 10 working days for 2 persons
crown projection + 10 working days for 1 person

-

sample plots: + 20 working days for 2 persons
vegetation whole reserve: + 2 working days for 1 person
vegetation core area: + 3 working days for 1 person
Mirjam Veerkamp.

Sequence ofactivities:
Year of designation:
Second year:
Third year or later:

aerial photography
lay-out and marking of forest reserve
making of maps
inventory of the sample plots
inventory of the core area
inventory of the vegetation
soil survey

An inventory of the forest structure is in progress in the core area (see paragraph 2.3, 2.4 and 2.8),
as is an inventory of the forest stand dynamics of the sample plots (see paragraph 2.5 and 2.7).
Data results of the sample plots will also be used to map the forest structure of the whole reserve,

together with aid of the aerial photographs. This part hasstill to be developed.
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The vegetation of the whole reserve is being mapped (see paragraph 2.8); the vegetation of the
care area is being mapped in the herb-layer transect (see paragraph 2.5).
In a limited number of the forest reserves a mycological inventory has taken place during three
years (see paragraph 2.9).
We will not deal with the study of the soiltypes and the humusform profiles during this excursion.
All the data gathered in the basic program are stored in computer files; part of the data has
already been gathered with aid of the Husky field-computer. The data are linked to a geographical
information system (ARC/INFO). Digitized maps could be drawn.

Dutch Forest Reserves Research Program
Initial program: Lay-out of forest reserve
Marking of core area and grid �oints
Maps scale 1:2500 (base map, fieldwork map, tree-cover map)
Inventory forest history
Soil survey (soil map 1:2500)
Basic program:
Whole reserve

Core area

Site

Humusformprofiles
Groundwaterfluctuations

Vegetation

Forest structure

Vegetation relevés
Vegetation map 1:200
Photographs herblayer
Species composition
and distribution
Inventor of messes
and myco{ lora

Tree species/
osition/ dbh/
�eight
Vitality
Map crownprojection
Map trunks/species/
numbers
3-D map of trees

Vegetation relevés
Vegetation map 1:2500
Classification of PNV's

Aerial g hotoÎ ragh
1:10.00 and :5 0b

Forest dynamics

Tree-species/
position/ dbh/
stem length/
height.
Vitality
Dead wood
No. of ssecies
( 5 cm.
bh

Figure 9: Review of the research program
Literature:
Broekmeyer, M.E.A. and P. Hilgen, 1991. Basic report forest reserves (in Dutch). Bos en
Landschapsbouw rapport nr. 1991-03, Utrecht.
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2. EXCURSION
“Het Leesten"
2.1 General introduction
By Frits Stuurman
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife
P.O. Box 20023
NL-3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands
In the middle of the last century only 1% of the Netherlands was forest, as a result of
deforestation and sheep grazing. These two factors are the major reason for the absence ofvirgin
forest in the Netherlands. At the end of the last century the afforestation of the many heath areas
and areasof drift sand that were caused by overgrazing wasstarted.
Geology
"Het Leesten" forest reserve is situated on the eastern side of the big ice-pushed ridge near

Apeldoorn (see fig. 4). It was the Saale ice sheet that created this ridge, from material deposited
by rivers. The resulting parent material is moderately loam-poor andslightly loamy sand, in some
places with a cover of drift sand and gravelly.
Soil and groundwater

The soil development resulted in podzolized soils (leptic podzol) and soils in blown sand. The
groundwaterlevel class is VIII (water table remains below 1.20 m troughouttheyear.)

21

Podzolic soils, non-gravelly in the top layer
Soils in recently blown sand

Figure 10: Soil map of "Het Leesten" forest reserve
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Potential Natura! Vegetation
Potential Natural Vegetation type is Fago-Quercetum, with main tree species: Fagus sylvatica,
Quercus petraea, (Quercus robur),(Betula pendula). This forest reserve is non-characteristic in
floristic sense.

LEGEND

111111111111111111 bare

mllllllllmmllmllml Vaccinium - Oeschampsia

IIIIBffl

Oeschampsia - Vaccinium
Pteridium

Figure 11: Vegetation map 1 :2500 of the whole reserve with enclosed trends of vegetation
development. The Potential Natura/ Vegetation type of the whole area is Fago-Quercetum.
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The history of afforestation is reconstructed by using old topographical maps. The present-day
forest consists mainly of Douglas-fir and Japanese larch planted after 1940.
Three forest stands will be visited (see figure 14):
214b: An openforest stand of oak of 1935, a former coppice stand with some invasion of birch,
larch and beech and recently some Douglas-fir. Of this forest reserveit is a stand that approximates the best the potential natural vegetation of Fago-Quercetum (excursion point 2);
213a: A high forest stand with Douglas-fir of 1949 with some sitka fir and few oak in which the
core area is situated (excursion point 3 and 4)
214a: A high forest stand with Japanese larch of 1949. The sample plot H10 is situated near a
clearing (excursion point 5).

24
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Figure 12: Forest history of “Het Leesten” forest reserve
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Forest reserve Uchelen " Het Leesten"
(forest reserve nr 14)

Figure 13: Tree cover map of “Het Leesten” forest reserve
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Figure 14: Aerial photograph of “Het Leesten" forest reserve

2.2 Forest reserves and exotic tree species
By Erwin Al
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife

P.O. Box 20023
NL-3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands
“Het Leesten": Potential Natural Vegetation communities versus regeneration of Douglas-fir. This
forest reserve does not have a characteristic flora. It is an afforestation with Douglas-fir on packed
preglacial soil which in the Netherlands would be a typical Fago-Quercetum growingsite.

Douglas has been present on this site since the last forest generation and the oldest stands have
been colonizing their surroundings since the last decade. To the west and northside of stand 214b
there are seed producing stands of Douglas-fir, while to the east there is a very open stand offirst-
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generation larch planted in 1949. This larch is of course, also an exotic for the Netherlands, but
underneath it oak (Quercus petraea, Q. robur) and birch (Betula pendula), species that can be
considered as belonging to the potential natural forest community, are regenerating. The current

appearanceof the forest, however, is nothing like the climax forest. Several compartments of this
forest were coppice or heather only a few decades ago and the spontaneousestablishment of oak
and birch is mainly due to the open tree coverof the larch stand. This regeneration has not yet
produced a close canopy and therefore the conditions are favourable for the regenaration of

Douglas-fir. The forest climate plus the absence of competition from other tree species and the
availibility of enough light for fast development have obviously favoured the seeds from the
surrounding stands of Douglas-fir.
At this point there is a perceptible temptation to manage this forest. On the one hand, Douglas-fir

is considered to be a good timbertree. But from about the fourth decadeafter planting Douglasfir regenerates quite agressively in the environment, with no respect for stands of native species.
Though the Netherlands not only has a shortage of wood butalso a shortage of natural forests,
it will be obvious that forest managers need information and instructions about howto deal with
the problem of colonization by Douglas-fir under various circumstances.
If a quasi-natural forest is required, the long-term impact of Douglas-fir on the developmentof
the forest ecosystem must be known. Will Douglas-fir actually become preponderant and prevent

native species from asserting themselves? Orwill other (as yet unknown?) mechanisms eventually
diminish or even eliminate the role of Douglas-fir?
At the momentit seems probable that Douglas-fir will prevail. This forest reserve, however, will

have to provide the answers to the foregoing questions, based on scientific evidence.
The waythis forest is perceived and the related managementproblems andstress are of topical
interest. Since World War II many forest stands (especially beech and first- or second-generation

pine) on dry sandysoils in the Netherlands have been reforested with Douglas-fir. Many of these
stands have now reached the stage at which they can produce viable seeds. In the Netherlands

Douglas-fir appears to regenerate well under stands of pine, birch, larch and even oak.
In areas where Dutch Governmentpolicy is directed towards conservation and development of

native vegetation communities the strongly disseminative Douglas-fir stands are hampering the
realization of the policy aims. Nature protection organizations in the Netherlands want exotic
species to be eliminated from these areas, whereas private forest owners in these areas have an
interest in maintaining the Douglas-fir on their land, regardless of national policy plans, because
it is a good timber tree.

The discussion hinges on the influence Douglas-fir will have on the forest succession and on the
potential natural forest communities. At present insufficient knowledge on long-term effects is
available from fundamental research. Therefor it was decided to select a separate Douglas-fir
forest reserve to study spontaneousforest developmentin a situation without any management
interventions.
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2.3 Inventory of the core area
By Jan Clement
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife
P.O. Box 20023

NL-3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands
Forest structure of the core area
The forest structure of the core area is monitored by mapping the position of the trunks and the
crownprojection. Also lying dead wood and uprootings with the related pits are mapped. This is

done in three stages. For the measurements the core area is subdivided into 14 strips, each 5
metres wide. The data from the first and
second stage are recorded in the Husky field computer.
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Figure 15: Lay-out of the core area
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First stage: location of tree trunks
All trees are numbered and for each tree the position (accuracy up to 0.1 m), the diameter breastheight and species are mapped. Vitality and damage are also measured according to the
international IUFRO code. This results in a map of trunks and species.
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Figure 16: Map of trunks and species
Second stage:
The height of the crown top (T), the perimeter (P), the crown base (C) and thefirst living fork (F)

wor eA

are measured. As well, the trunk-positions are checked. This results in a map of tree trunks and
numbersas a basis for drawing crownprojections.

Figure 17: Measuring crown heights
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Third stage:
The percentage cover of the crown, as well as uprootings and related pits and dead wood are
measured. The crown is projected using imaginary vertical planes that touch the crown (see fig.
21). These are mapped by hand on the map of the tree trunks. The result is a crown projection

map asa basis for digitizing (fourth stage).
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Figure 18: Crown projection map
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Figure 19: Measuring direction of lying dead wood

Figure 20: Determination of crown projection
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Time required:

- first stage:

ca. 10 working days for two persons

- second stage:

ca. 3 working days for one person

- third stage:

ca. 5 working days for one person

- fourth stage:

ca. 2 working days for one person

2.4 Inventory of the vegetation of the core area
By Henk Koop
Institute for Forestry and Nature Research
P.O. Box 23
NL-6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands
Vegetation of the core area
To record the vegetation of the core area the vegetation is mapped and the core area is
photographed from the ground. The vegetation map is madeat a scale 1:200. It distinguishes
variants of the vegetation types. The legend for the mapped vegetation units is established by
processing the species composition of the herbaceous transect plots (50 permanent quadrats of
2x2m) in the herb-layer transect in the middle of the core area. Additional 10 x 10 m samplesor
smaller vegetation plots are assesed and usedfor classification as well. The vegetation is mapped
every 5 years.
The vegetation transect contained:

- 5 species of higher plants.
- 5 mosses.

- 88 fungi species (including a new species: Marasmiellus lateralis)

Detailed vegetation map 1:500 of
Forest

the Core area

from

reserve “Het Leesten”

MD pt ridium

Figure 21: Detailed 1:200 vegetation mapof the corearea. Light simulation in canopy gaps(figure
23) can be correlated with patches of ground vegetation.
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Figure 23: Three dimensional diagram of forest structure showing gaps.
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2.5 lnventory of the sample plot
By Frits Stuurman
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife
P.O. Box 20023
NL-3502 LA Utrecht The Netherlands
All sample plots consist of two parts. In the inner circle with a radius of 12.6 m, trees with a
diameter more than 5 cm. are measured. In the 36 squares of 3x3 m the monitoring of the forest
dynamics and regeneration are studied.
First stage: inventory of circle
All trees with diameter more than 5 cm at breast height (1.30 m) are positioned by angle and
distance related to the sample point and north direction (see fig. 25). Determined are: tree species,
appearance (single-stem, multi-stem, cluster), diameter, height tree top and stem length, vitality
as well as dead wood (origin, state of decomposition and position).
Second stage: inventory of squares
The number of trees (diameter less then 5 cm dbh) are counted, differentiated to species and
height classes (0.5 - 2.0 metres and >2.0 metres). Result: data file per sample plot.
Time required:
- 60 inventory circles: 15 working days for two persons
5 working days for two persons
- 60 x 18 squares:
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distance in dm

Figure 24: Location of a tree in angle related to north and distance from sample point
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Figure 25: Regeneration in squares 16, 17 and 18 on two dates
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Figure 26: Plot of the living standing wood

Literature:
Handleiding voor veldwerk in bosreservaten in Nederland (Manual for the field work in forest
reserves in the Netherlands, in Dutch). IKC-NBLF, Utrecht.
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•vECHTLANDEN •
2.6. General introduction
By Frits Stuurman
Scientific Information Division for Nature, Forests, Landscape
and Wildlife
P.O. Box 20023
NL-3502 LA Utrecht, The Netherlands
Geology
During the last part of the Weichselien period the Nyounger cover sand" was deposited. These
deposits are found in the western and southern part of the reserve.
During the Holocene period the precipitation increased and as a result the amount of water in the
river Vecht. Sands transported by the river were of very heterogeneous texture, but also fine
partides {day and loam) were brought down the river. Loamy and even day layers were deposited.
These deposits contained much iron oxides. Acid water from peat areas streaming into the riverbed
dissolved iron trom the subsoil. The iron precipitated as a result of oxidation when coming to the
surface.
Lateron, during periods of low waterlevels in the river, local sand-drift created dunes {"river
dunes"). In this reserve the river dunes are found in two locations {see fig. 30).
As a result of overflooding and stagnation of water flow, in some places peat was formed.
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Figure 27: Geological map of • Vechtlanden • forest reserve
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Figure 28: Soit map of • Vechtlanden • forest reserve
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Domestic use
The soils along the river were merely used as meadows. Only places that would not overflow
during the winter were used as arable land. Some parts at the eastern side of the reserve have
been used for a long period as arable land. As a result of bringing manure mixed with sods
(“plaggen manure") these soils have been raised and consist a dark top soil. The remainder of the
area, a complex of river dunes and deposits from the river, were used for meadows. These soils
are merely sandy. River branches cut off from the river werefilled with peat.
In the beginning of this century the grazing diminished. In the meadowsScotch pine and oaktrees
established. Now they form thick trees with many branches at the lower part of the stem. These
branches could develop because of the location of the trees in an openterrain. So trees with the
many branches at the stem are of a first generation and trees with stems without branches form
the second generation.

Potential Natural Vegetation
The PNV consist of various vegetation types e.g. Betulo-Quercetum, Lysimachio-Quercetum,
Convallario-Quercetum and Carici elongatae-Alnetum. The forest reserveis floristic characteristic

(see figure 34).
The relation between the PNV and the water table classes is more clear than between the PNV and

the soil types.
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Figure 31: Relation between PNV and water-table classes
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2.7 Analysis of stand dynamics
By Ad van Hees

Institute for Forestry and Nature Research
P.O. Box 23
NL-6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands
The wayin which data, collected in the sample plots (see 2.5) of the “Vechtlanden" forest reserve,
are analyzed will be explained. The analysis of the data is focused on describing the changesin
structure and composition of the forest stands in time and the attendant dynamics of different
populations of tree and shrub species.
A stand is considered to be the assemblage of trees and shrubstaller then 0.5 m, which grow
together in a delimited area of the forest reserve. Because of the constraint set by the inventory,

the theoretical minimum area of a stand is 500 m?; the theoretical maximum areais the total area
of the forest reserve.
The research in the sample plots aimesto:
- Classify stands into stand types;
- analyse the succession of stand typesin relation to site;
- describe the succession of stand types in terms of population dynamics of individual species;
- analyse the probability of establishment and mortality and growth of individual trees and
shrubs in relation to stand type and site type.

Stand classification
The classification is based on stand composition and stand structure. Composition is primarily
characterized by basal area per species; in addition the numberof individuals per species may be
used. Structure is characterized by dominant height of the stand, the total numberofindividuals
and the height distribution of the trees and/or shrubs.
Height distribution is analysed in terms of the numberof nodesin the distribution and the location
of these nodes, and the height classes in which 50% and 75% of the trees are present. The number
of nodes and their location are estimated with the Kernel density estimation technique (Goedhart,

1991).
An example oftheclassification approach is given for the alder (Alnus glutinosa (L.)) stands(fig.
33) in the “Vechtlanden" forest reserve. Three majortypes of alder stands are distinguished on the
basis of species composition: a pure alder type, mixed alder-pedunculate oak (Quercus robur (L.))
type and mixed alder-Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris (L.)) type. Within the mixed alder-pedunculate oak
type a variant with ash (Fraxinus excelsior (L.)) and a variant with hawthorn (Crataegus spec.) are
distinguished. The differencesin structure within the different types and variants were too small
to distinguish different phases.
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Succession
Each sample plot will be remeasured every ten years. The classification into stand types will be
standardized. The probability of the stand changing into another type during this period will be

estimated and related to differencesin site type.
A hypothetical example of such a transition is the expected succession of the stands of the mixed
alder-Scots pine typeinto stands of the mixed alder-pedunculate oak type or a mixed pedunculate
oak-birch type. The differences in successional pathway may be depend on site type. In this case

these differences are difficult to analyse, only four sample plots of this stand type are available.
The mixed alder-Scots pine typeis rare in the "Vechtlanden" forest reserve (and probably in the
whole forest reserve programme).
Population dynamics
The transition from one stand type into anotheris accompanied by changesin the structure of the
different populations. These changes will be described in terms of a change in number of
individuals per species persize class.

Establishment, growth and mortality
The change in population structure is a result of the establishment, growth and mortality of
individual trees and shrubs. The developmentof individuals can only be followedif their diameter
at breast height (dbh) exceeds 5 cm (see 2.5). Due to this limitation, establishment cannot be

analysed for individual trees. Differences in establishment between species are indicated by the
numberofindividuals in the lowest height classes (up to 1.0 metre). Species with many individuals
are considered to be successful in establishing. For those individuals present at the previous
sampling that had a dbh exceeding 5 cm, growth will be described as the relative height and
diameter increment during the ten-year period. Like growth, mortality is only registered for
individuals with a dbh exceeding 5 cm.
Differences in establishment rates between species will be related to differencesin site type and
stand type. Differences in growth betweenindividuals will be related to differences in species,
height at the previous sampling date, stand type, dominant height of the stand andsite type.
Mortality of the individuals will be analysed in terms of probability of mortality. Mortality
probability will be related to species, height and social position of the tree at the previous
sampling date, stand type and site type. Those analyses wil be used to develope a descriptive
model which relates species-specific population parameters to site and
stand characteristics.
Literature:
Goedhart, P.W., 1991. Kernel density estimation, applied to tree height distributions in forest

reserves (in Dutch). publication nr. LWB-91-22. GLW-DLO. Wageningen.
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2.8 Development of the forest structure related to the potential
natural vegetation

By Henk Koop
Institute for Forestry and Nature Research
P.O. Box 23
NL-6700 AA Wageningen, The Netherlands
Vegetation of the whole forest reserve
A 1:2500 vegetation map of the whole reserve has been made. The vegetation relevés study the
types of the actual vegetation; there are approximately 15 relevés of 10 x 10 metres laid out
according to Londo (1974). The total number of relevés depends on how manyvegetation types

occur in the forest reserve. The result is a map of Potential Natural Vegetation (PNV) types (Van
der Werf, 1991), to which the actual vegetation types could be assigned. This information is
necessary so that the core area could be chosen.

The Potential Natural Vegetation in this forest reserve is strongly related to the groundwater
regime.
The vegetation transect in the core area contained:

- 14 species of trees and shrubs
- 63 herbaceous species

- 6 mosses
- 205 fungi species
Betulo-Quercetum
Quercus robur

Betula pendula
Lysimachio-Quercetum (tending to Pruno-Fraxinetum)

Quercus robur
Alnus glutinosa
Betula pubescens
Fraxinus excelsior

(Betula pendula)
Convallario-Quercetum
Quercus robur
(Acer pseudoplatanus)
(Betula)

Carici elongatae-Alnetum
Alnus glutinosa
(Betula pubescens)
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Figure 33: 1 :2500 vegetation map translated into Potential Natura/ Vegetation type
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Literature:
Londo, G., 1974. Karteringseenheden op vegetatiekundige basis (vegetational mapping units, in

Dutch). Rapport Rijksinstituut voor Natuurbeheer, Leersum.
Koop, H., 1987. Het RIN-bosecologisch informatiesysteem; achtergronden en methoden (The RIN
forest-ecological information system; background and methods, in Dutch). RIN-rapport 87/4,

Rijksinstituut voor Natuurbeheer, Leersum
Koop, H., 1989. Forest dynamics; SILVI-STAR: a comprehensive monitoring system. Springer, Berlin.
Werf, S. van der, 1991. Natuurbeheer in Nederland 5; Bosgemeenschappen (Nature management
in The Netherlands, Forest communities, in Dutch). PUDOC, Wageningen
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2.9. Mycological research
By Mirjam Veerkamp
Biological Station Wijster
Kampsweg 27
NL-9418 PD Wijster, The Netherlands
The fungusflora in 16 forest reserves was determinedin the years 1988 to 1990. The results can
be used as a basis for future studies of the effects of spontaneous processes in forests on the
mycoflora. This study was made possible by a grant from the Prins Bernhardfonds to the Dutch
Mycological Society.

Investigation methods
Wedecided not to investigate the whole reserve, butto restrict the investigations to a small area.
There the fungus flora has been determined very exactly using the mycocoenological method as
developed by the Biological Station in Wijster.
- This mycocoenological method is based on permanentplots. In forests these are 1000 square
metres in area. In the forest reserves we have optedfor a transect of 100m x 10m.
- The phytocoenosis of these plots must be homogeneous.
- To register early changes in the mycoflora as a result of the changes in forest processes, we

divided the 1000 m? into ten blocks of 10m x 10m. In every block we made a comprehensive list
of macrofungi.
- The abundance of the fungi is determined by counting the carpophores.
- Because of the periodicity in the production of carpophoresandtheir short lifetime, 2 or 3 visits
in the fructification season were necessary.
- The irregular fructifications of some species made it necessary to repeat the investigations for
at least 3 years. The weather conditions, especially the precipitation, are very important for
fructification.
- After 3 years a synthetic relevé was compiled from all the visits. The maximum numberof
carpophores found in this three- year period was taken as an indication of the potential
production of the species.

Some results from “Vechtlanden" forest reserve
Vechtlanden has the largest numberof species, namely 206, of the 16 investigated forests (see

fig.36).
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The large number of wood saprophytes, more than 50% of the total number of species, is
remarkable. These 121 species also constitute 17% of the total number of wood saprophytes found
in the Netherlands. This large numberis the result of the undisturbed succession of the forest and
the presence of much dead wood. The whole range of woodysubstrates is found here, from twigs
to whole trunks, deciduous and coniferous wood,all in different stages of decay. The various
substrates and decay stages have their own species composition.
10-13 species of coniferous and/or deciduoustrees.
20-23 species of coniferous trees.

30-33 species of deciduoustrees.
11,21,31 from nutrient-poor to moderately nutrient-rich soil.

12,22,32 from nutrient-poorsoil.
13,23,33 from nutrient-poor soil with no ectorganic layer to soil with a thin ectorganic layer.
40 species from nutrient-rich (calcium-rich) soil

50 species from nutrient-rich marshy forests.
The great numberof species characteristic of marshy forests is remarkable.

10
20
21
23
25

species
species
species
species
species

found on intact parts of plants and fruits.
indifferent to mor-mull soils.
from mor and modersoils.
from nitrogen-enriched mor and modersoils.
of nutrient-rich mull soils.

30 rest species.

Here we see, as always in nutrient-rich deciduous forests, a large number of species in the
ecological group of species from intact parts of plants and fruits. Species characteristic of different
ectorganic profiles are present in this reserve. This can be explained by the situation in the field, .
with moders occuring on the higher parts and mulls in the lower parts.
The forest processes can be predicted from the occurence of fungi. Changesin these processes can
be noticed earlier by paying attention to the changes in the fungusflora.
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Figure 36: Numberof fungi species in the investigated forest reserves
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The importance of fungal investigation
It is extremely important to include fungi in the investigations in forest reserves, because:
- Fungi are of major ecological importance, primarily because of their functions as decomposers
of organic matter. Basidiomycetes are almost the only organisms that can decaylignin. Lignin

forms 25% of the total biomass of a forest and a large part of the other 75% is accessible only
whenthe lignin is broken down. The second important function of fungi is as symbionts of trees
and shrubsin mycorrhiza. The succession in forest trees is connected with mycorrhizal succession.
- Many fungi are excellent bioindicators. As we have seen manylitter saprophytes are indicative
of the nature of the organic profile. Also, many ectomycorrhizal species are indicative of a young
or an old forest or of the degree ofair pollution.
- Fungi can be used to characterize forests. Coniferous and deciduous forests on nutrient-poor
sandy soils are rich in fungi and poorin vascular plants.
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